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Dear readers,

Welcome to our Madiba magazine! This magazine accompanies the 
unique and great Madiba Award at the Nelson Mandela School. We want 
to show you interesting insights and production steps of the four fashion 
labels called Armani Banani, Deep Down Design, Karto!el Matrosen and 
Majestic. Their stunning designs and ideas around fashion in summer will 
be shown in this magazine, presented by models. Beside the presentation of 
the work of the 8.class during this week we managed to do an interesting 
interview with the Star designer Vladimir Karaleev from Berlin.

All this happened in the FIKO project week where we presented the 
magazine team and worked with other agencies including Event, 
Marketing & PR, Film, Photo & Styling and Fashion. We also have shown 
their work in interviews and “making of”-portraits.

We hope you will enjoy our magazine!

The Mariba Magazine team
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by Alessandro and Moussa

Madiba Magazin: Why did you choose to create a beach collection?
DDD: Well what we wanted was a summer theme , we wanted 
it to be joyful and colorful and that when a light bulb popped out 
of our heads. We thought since it was summer and all joyful, we 
immediately found an idea to make a beach collection.

MM: In your beach collection, what type of beachwear 
will you be making? 
DDD: Well, we are making various types of clothing like dresses, 
skirts, bikini’s, trousers and dresses.  
 
MM: Have you ever had experience in designing clothes? 
Rachel: When I was young my grandmother tought me how to 
sow and I pretty much liked it. 
Laura: Over the summer my moms best friend asked me to help 
her do some designs, since she was a designer. 

MM: Would you like to be a designer when you grow up?
DDD: We dont want to be a designer when we grow up because 
we think that you dont get paid and it is a lot of work to do. 

DESIGN
THAT GOES

DEEP



MM: Who is your role model? 
DDD: Your role model is Miranda Kerr. She is an Australian model. 
Kerr rose to prominence in 2007 as one of the „Victoria Secret“ an-
gels. Thats why we like her.

MM: If you became a designer - what kind of clothes will 
you make? 
DDD: We think that we can make underwear as in bras, etc.

MM: Do you think that this a good experience for the fu-
ture? 
DDD: Because it might be useful for a job or just for fun. 

MM: What type of style is the beach collection? 
DDD: We wanted it to be simple and elegant so we mixed up some 
styles like class and swag. 

MM: Who are your customers? 
DDD: Our target group are mostly younger people.

design
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The Armani Banani group is a group of young and very talented 
designers at the Nelson Mandela School. For there collection the 
theme was a romantic summer picnic. These individual designers 
are: Rickie Ochako, India Hartstonge, Aren Kamm, Jolanda 
Jerschke and Ella de Vos. We took the freedom to interview them. 

By Alani, Lisa and James. 

Madiba magazine: What is the name of your label?
Armani Banani: The name of our label is Armani Banani.

MM: How did you as a fashion designer come up with “A romantic picnic”  
as a topic?
AB: We came up with the idea because the main theme is summer and we connect summer 
with pick nicks.

MM: Have you designed any type of clothes before this project week?
AB: The majority of us haven’t designed clothes before. I (India Hartstong) have designed 
clothes before unlike the others though.

MM: Do you think your designs will be popular? 
AB: Sure, our clothes are more of a modern style and they will be popular throughout all ages 
hopfully plus they embrace the spirit of summer.

The one and only 
ARMANI BANANI 



MM: Would you wear your own designs? 
AB: Yes we think that the designs look stylish.

MM: What age group do you target with your designs?
AB: We target all ages but mostly teenagers (12-19) and young adults (20-25) but 
also older people.

MM: What matters to you most as designers?
AB: The most important things in design are to have fun, to be creative and create 
individual and unique styles and designs.

MM: In reality how long does it take to design one nice piece of clothing 
that you are happy with?
AB: For a simple sketch of the design it takes maybe one day but in reality it takes 
weeks because you still have to work on the details and it also takes some time to actu-
ally make the clothes.

MM: Why did you become a designer?
AB: Because we like being creative and we absolutely love fashion.

MM: How do you connect your designs to the topic picnic?
AB: We connect the designs to pick nick through flowers and through light, bright, 
pastel and summery colors.

Female design  
Male design
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Potatoes

ahead!

The Madiba Magazine had the opportunity 
for an exclusive interview with the 
designers of the Potato Sailors. We asked 
them how they came to their creative 
name. They said the first idea was actually 
One Beach, but this was turned to Potato 
Sailors. Unfortunately they did not tell us 
how they came to: (potatoes). „This is a 
professional secret,“ they said.

by Maxwell and Max



MM: What motivated you to enter the fashion 
industry?
PS: Initially we wanted to enter the photo and styling 
industry. But later it drove us in the fashion market. 
We love fashion design. We love our work and we are 
looking forward to further work with the team.

MM: What plans do you have for the future?
PS: We want to complete our collection. The Summer 
Collection is a huge collection of designs and styles, 
and the summer heat will be reflected in it. We will 
design both, men and women‘s fashion. However, we 
will keep the „marine“ look in our designs.

MM: What inspired you to the Marine / Navy 
look?
PS: We found it very fit for summer and water theme. 
It also represents our name.

MM: When will you put your first models on 
display?
PS: Today or tomorrow the first products will be finis-
hed. A men‘s and a women‘s model will be on display. 
We want to spread the marine look with a summery 
background.

MM: How do you express your name in your 
works?
PS: In our models, we use a blue - white main color 
scheme, mixed with various shades of beige. Our logo 
will be integrated depending on the outfit. As a result, 
our models have a natural and at the same time more 
beautiful vintage-approach combined with an elegant 
(Old School) look.

K
art

offel 
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Mara Stoner (12 years old) and Cassandra Neumann (13 
years old) are two young designers with good outsights for 
becoming designers. They could have their own boutique but 
Mara would rather become an author and Cassandra would 
rather be an artist. 

by Ketha and Kenny

 MM:What was the first design you ever did? 
 Mara: A dress with short white top with gold under it and a 
skirt in yellow.

MM:What are some of your accomplishments as 
designers.
Mara: The dress that were making right now 

MM: What are your favorite designers?
Mara: Karl Lagerfeld because he’s creative, unique and classy 
with his suit and tie.

MM: What are your favorite catalogues, stores and 
brands?
Cassandra: Urban Outfitters and Forever 21

MM: What kinds of clothes do you like wearing?
Mara: Comfortable casual clothes that you can wear any 
day.

MM: Do you want to design in the future?
Mara: No it’s not really my kind of thing
Cassandra:id rather be an artist.

MM:Why do you like the hippie theme.
Mara: because we want to take fashion back in time 
where there weren’t so many electronic devises and 
computers and that kind of things

MM: What are your favorite colors?
Mara: Maroon and pink 
Cassandra: purple and blue 

MM:What is your label called
Mara: Majestic, we called it that because there’s a 
music label that we like a lot that’s called majestic.



majestic
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BACKSTAGE
PR & MARKETING
The people who are in PR and Marketing learn how to adver-
tise. They also post things on Facebook, show their creative 
sides when they make  banners, flyers and posters and learn 
how to express them selves on social media. They o!cialize 
the project and the final event and make press releases. They 
also manage the budget of all agencies.

FILM AGENCY
They start by creating a concept. They film and 
edit movies with professional filming gear. They 
make a script, transform into directing manage-
ment, and cut the movies. The movie is related 
to the clothes and how they could be used.

FASHION 
AGENCY
In the fashion agency they work on a 
collection for the special fashion show, 
even though they struggle finding the right 
patterns we are sure they will manage to 
blow our minds with incredible designs. 
Every division of the fashion agency has an 
individual logo: Deep Down Design, Die 
Karto"el Matrosen, Armani Banani and 
Majestic. We were aloud to have a look at the 
incredible designs in production.

by James, Alani and Lisa



BACKSTAGE

PHOTO AND STYLING 
AGENCY
The people in the photo and styling agency dress up (with make-up) in four themes: seaman, hippies, 
underwater and romantic picnic relating to the fashion agency. They make pictures to document the 
project week, choose pictures and edit them. The attitude is very busy and productive, especially after 
having an accident where all of the pictures were deleted. Luckily they were able to recover them, so all 
their precious work wasn’t lost and wasted to the fashion agency. They make pictures to document the 
project week, choose pictures and edit them. 

MAGAZINE AGENCY
We in the magazine agency create a theme, 
build the whole magazine up, research on di!e-
rent themes and write articles. We interview all 
the di!erent labels and write about the project 
week. We also have an article about the backs-
tage life. Two students had the amazing oppor-
tunity to interview a real designer from Berlin.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
The people in the graphic design agency create 
the award, they always work depending on the 
work given and they make logos for the fashion 
agency. They also make the magazine layout of 
our magazine. They have to manage photos and 
add the text together.

EVENT AGENCY
In the Event agency they plan the whole 
event as the name implies. They spend the 
whole week figuring out what music they will 
play what kind of lighting there will be on 
the stage, what catering serves etc. They also 
distribute all sorts of jobs to the agencies. The 
people from the event agency coordinate the 
other agencies.  
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Interview: Ketha and Alessandro 

MM: What did you study to learn fashion 
design?
 VK: I studied clothing and design in the university of 
Technology and Economy in Berlin.
    
MM: What inspired you to become designer?
VK: Fashion inspires me. As I was young I thought 
fashion was a very interesting theme and I then slowly 
started to design my own creations.
    
MM: Where do you get the ideas for your 
designs?
VK: I start designing and out of that I get an idea, then 
a sketch, then clothes and after that a collection. Also 
everything around me inspires me music, art, people, 
traveling and many more things.

MM: What do your customers like about your 
designs ?
VK: Its always di!erent. My customers don’t care about 
the fabric which it is made of they care about the design 
and the elegance of the clothes.Vl
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MM: In an interview you said your fashion is 
intuitively and instinctively. How is that to 
understand? 
VK: When I make decisions I don’t think too much. I don’t 
like working so hard on my designs I just work and out of that 
something is created.

MM: Do you see yourself as a revolutionary fashion 
designer?
VK: No I don’t I think I am a revolutionary fashion designer I 
move into one direction. Fashion is like a community for me. I 
just give my contribution to fashion.

MM: Did you have something to do with fashion as 
a child and if you did what did you have to do with 
fashion? 
VK: I did not directly have something to do with fashion I 
didn’t know that fashion has so many forms. I grew up in 
Bulgaria and there is not much Fashion. The only thing were 
western fashion magazines which my aunt very liked and this 
was my first experience with fashion.

MM: We heard that your fashion collection was very 
popular in Japan. Why do you think so?
VK: As I started to work I was fascinated by the Japanese 
culture and the Japanese fashion. The Japanese in the 70s 
to 80s made a big revolution  in the fashion branch in Paris. 
My fashion is not so fitted to the body and the Japanese can 
understand this - and like it. 

MM: How many collections do you create in one year?
VK: Two main collections and a side collection. I make an 
autumn winter collection and then a so called pre collection 
they come before Christmas.

MM: Where do you sell your clothes?
VK: I have a studio where I work but I don’t have one store 
where I sell all my clothes I give it to a merchant and he sells it 
in his store.   
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MADIBA AWARD
by Max and Maxwell

The long-awaited Madiba Award 2013 will be awarded in the categories: 

B E ST  M A L E  O U T F I T
B E ST  F E M A L E  O U T F I T
B E ST  P R E S E N TAT I O N
B E ST  I N STA L L AT I O N

The nominees are the top designers: The Potato Sailors, Deep Down Design, Majestic, 
and Armani Banani. All four labels will present their brand new summer collection on 
this event. To speculate who will win the Madiba award is almost impossible. Since all 
four labels are top designers and have an insane potential. The event will take place at 
the Nelson Mandela School and will pass in the Aula (third floor) play. Honour guests 
are Mr. Nitschke, our school principal and fashion designer Thomas Stephan from the 
label Camp David.

COURSE OF THE AWARD:

As soon as you arrive upstairs you can put your jackets in the wardrobe in room 312 
–––––

In the hall 4 hostesses will await you with welcome drinks
–––––

In the waiting time can look at the labels presented this evening 
–––––

If you are lucky Mr. Nitschke will come to give you a welcoming speech
–––––

Later the jury will come and visit all the labels 
–––––

They judge by: best male outfit, best female outfit, best installation, best presentation
–––––

After that, the jury exits the room and decides the winners
–––––

The judges will announce the winners
–––––


